
Reach your audience and engage them in an 
interactive experience thanks to the sharingbox 
mobile. It’s the perfect device for street marketing, 
large conventions and festivals. Give your fans the 
uncommon opportunity to instantly receive the 
picture the photographer just took.  

www.sharingbox.com

https://www.facebook.com/sharingbox/
https://www.instagram.com/sharingbox/
http://www.sharingbox.com/?source=brochure
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWl1GgAG0Kn6jGpqPzgmtyA


12,3 “ Touch screen

Adjustable monopod

Battery pack & 4G
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Did you ever get shot by a photographer during 
an event, wondering how - if ever - you would 
receive your picture?  

That’s now from the past. With the sharingbox 
Mobile, your audience get a unique chance to 
instantly see their picture in your branding, 
receive it by email and share it on social media 
platforms

Through sharingbox cloud platform, this can 
also be the beginning of a bigger journey, for 
instance by collecting the print in your shop, 
500 meters away. 

LIGHT AND HANDY.
FOR DAY TIME. 
FOR NIGHTLIFE.



A R M A N I
store opening,
Antwerp, Belgium. 



Electric consumption
2 H autonomy

Internet connexion
Wifi, 3G, 4G

Weight
3 kg

Printer
Wireless, 4x6 printouts

CLICK. SMILE.
SEE. SMILE. SEND. 
SHARE. SMILE AGAIN.
T E C H N I C A L  D E T A I L S

Printer  case

188 cm



CREATE.  
CAPTURE.
AMPLIFY. 

www.sharingbox.com

This document is confidential and may be legally privileged. This communication is intended solely for the use 
of the individual or entity to whom it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, repro-
duction, copying, distribution, or other dissemination or use of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you 
have received this document in error please notify the sender immediately and delete this document from your 
system.

https://www.facebook.com/sharingbox/
https://www.instagram.com/sharingbox/
http://www.sharingbox.com/?source=brochure
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWl1GgAG0Kn6jGpqPzgmtyA
http://www.sharingbox.com/?source=brochure-booths

